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On behalf of the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development and the Federal
Highway Administration we would like to welcome you to the public meeting for the I‐10/
Loyola Interchange Improvement Project. The purpose of tonight’s meeting is to inform you
about the proposed project and to obtain your input as we go through the environmental
review process.
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Station List/Map
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Station A Entry/Sign In Table
Station B Presentation
You are here!
Station C Initial Comparison
Station D Exhibits of Alternatives
Station E Traffic Models
Station F Comparison of Alternatives
Station G Susan Park Impacts
Station H Interim Solutions
Station I LADOTD Real Estate
Station J Comment Submission
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A list and map of the stations for tonight’s public meeting is provided in the handout
available at the sign in table, Station A.
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Introduction to the Project
■ The I-10/Loyola Interchange improvements will utilize federal
funding
■ Federally funded projects require compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
■ The NEPA process requires an Environmental Assessment to be
completed for this project
■ Tonight’s meeting will be the first public involvement opportunity
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The I‐10/Loyola Interchange Improvement will utilize federal funding.
Federally funded projects are required to comply with the National Environmental Policy
Act known as NEPA.
Compliance with the NEPA process requires that an Environmental Assessment be
completed for this project.

Tonight’s meeting will be the public’s first opportunity to provide input.
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What is the
NEPA Process?
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What is involved in the environmental review process?
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The NEPA Process
Agency Identifies a Need for Action and Develops a Proposal

Are Environmental Effects Likely to be Significant?
No
No
Proposed Action is Described in
Agency Categorical Exclusion

Categorical
Exclusion

Significant Environmental
Effects Uncertain or No
Agency CE

Yes

Significant Environmental
Effects May or Will Occur

Environmental
Impact Statement
Environmental
Assessment
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NEPA requires that any proposed action involving federal funds and/or federal permitting
must be evaluated by pertinent agencies to assess if, and to what degree, the environment
would be effected.
In the case of the I‐10/Loyola Interchange Improvement Project, the Louisiana Department
of Transportation and Development and the Federal Highway Administration have
determined that the potential impacts are such that an Environmental Assessment is the
appropriate level of study. An environmental assessment may result in a FONSI by the
reviewing agency or may become an Environmental Impact Statement.
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Purpose and Need
■ Improve operational conditions at the I-10/Loyola
Interchange
■ Increase the capacity of this interchange
– To accommodate future traffic demand in the area
– To serve as the primary ingress and egress for airline
passenger traffic to the new MSY Airport terminal
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The project’s purpose is to improve operational conditions and to increase the capacity of
this interchange to accommodate future traffic demand in the area and is needed to serve
as the primary ingress and egress for airline passenger traffic to the new MSY Airport
terminal.
To address this need, the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development and
the Federal Highway Administration initiated a project to identify and study potential
modifications to the existing I‐10/Loyola Drive interchange.
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Where
is the
Project?
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Where is the proposed project location?
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Project Study Area

I-10 West of I-310

Loyola Dr north
of Georgetown
Dr
I-10 East of
Williams Blvd

MSY Airport Rd
Under Construction
Tie into Future
Airport Rd
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The project study area is located along I‐10 between the I‐310 and Williams Blvd
interchanges. Along Loyola Dr the project area extends from north of Georgetown Dr
southward across Veterans Blvd where it becomes Aberdeen St to the Airport.
This project will tie into the future Airport Rd currently under construction to the south.
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Interchange
Modification Report

How were the
Alternatives
Developed?

Tier I

Tier II

Tier III
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How were the alternatives developed?
The interchange modification report and alternative assessment process involved 3 tiers
with further refinement at each stage.
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Tier I and II Recap
■ 18 alternatives were analyzed and screened for:
 Traffic Operations
 Right of Way requirements
 Environmental/Social Impacts
 Construction and Right of Way costs
■ Detailed Tier I comparison is presented at Station C
■ Three alternatives were selected for further evaluation in
Tier II and moved to Tier III
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The first step, tier I, involved developing 18 alternatives which were screened for traffic
operations, right of way, environmental impacts and cost.
The detailed comparison matrix for the Tier I screening is presented at Station C.
Three alternatives were selected for further evaluation in Tier II and then moved forward to
Tier III.
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Tier III
■ The three alternatives evaluated in Tier III were Alternatives
E, I, and L.
– Alternative E – 2 Cloverleaf and 3 Flyover Ramps
– Alternative I – 3 Flyover Ramps
– Alternative L – Diverging Diamond Interchange and 2
Flyovers Ramps
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The three alternatives evaluated in Tier III and presented here tonight are alternatives E, I,
and L.
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Alternative E
Cloverleaf
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Alternative E, includes two cloverleaf and three flyover ramps for directional movements at
the interchange.
Flyover ramps for I‐10 east of the interchange provide direct access to the new airport
terminal overpassing the Veterans Blvd intersection. A flyover ramp is also included from I‐
10 Eastbound to Loyola Dr Northbound.
Alternative E has the largest impacts of all of the alternatives.
A larger layout of this alternative is presented at Station D.
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Alternative I
Flyovers
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Alternative I, includes three flyover ramps for directional movements at the interchange.
Flyover ramps for I‐10 east of the interchange provide direct access to the new airport
terminal overpassing the Veterans intersection. A flyover ramp is also included from Loyola
Southbound to I‐10 Eastbound.
A larger layout and typical roadway cross sections of Alternative I are presented at Station
D.
Traffic models for Alternative I are presented at Station E.
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Alternative L
Diverging Diamond
Interchange
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Alternative L, includes two flyover ramps and a diverging diamond interchange design.
Flyover ramps for I‐10 east of the interchange provide direct access to the new airport
terminal overpassing the Veterans intersection.
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Diverging Diamond
Interchange (DDI)

Source: US 21 at I-40 Interchange in Statesville, North Carolina
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The Diverging Diamond Interchange design eliminates conflicts with left turns on Loyola Dr
at the interchange by shifting traffic to the left hand travel lane.
The traffic pattern of the DDI is presented on the left.
The right photo shows an example of a DDI in an urban environment with the mainline
overpassing the DDI as it would in the I‐10/ Loyola interchange.
A larger layout and typical roadway cross sections of Alternative L are presented at Station
D.
Traffic models for Alternative L are presented at Station E.
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Additional features in Alternatives E, I, & L
■ All three Alternatives include the addition of:
– An auxiliary lane on I-10 from Loyola Dr to Williams Blvd
in both directions
– Four potential noise walls along the I-10 corridor
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All three Alternatives include the addition of an auxiliary lane on I-10 from Loyola Dr to
Williams Blvd in both directions. The auxiliary lane will begin at the Loyola Dr on-ramp
and end at the Williams Blvd exit ramp. This auxiliary lane is shown at Station D.
All three Alternatives also include 4 potential noise walls along the I-10 corridor. The
locations vary slightly between alternatives, but generally the walls will be in the northwest,
northeast, southwest, and southeast quadrants of the Loyola Interchange. The noise walls
are shown on the layouts at Stations D and G as orange lines.
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Impact to Susan
Park
Section 4(f) Property
Impacts

Susan
Park
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An important part of the Environmental Assessment process is to determine the impact
that the alternatives will have, if any, on Section 4(f) properties which include publicly
owned parks, recreation areas and wildlife or waterfowl refuges and to receive public input
on these impacts. Section 4(f) properties also include publicly or privately owned historic
sites listed or eligible for listing on the Nation Register of Historic Places.
Susan Park, which is owned and operated by the City of Kenner, is located in the southeast
quadrant of the I‐10/Loyola Dr interchange and is expected to be impacted by the
alternatives. The alternatives are expected to have minimal impacts to the park and a
Section 4(f) de minimis determination is being sought for this project.
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Alternative E
Cloverleaf
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This slide shows the expected impact to Susan Park for Alternative E.
A larger layout is shown at Station G.
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Alternative I
Flyovers
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This slide shows the expected impact to Susan Park for Alternative I.
A larger layout is shown at Station G.
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Alternative L
Diverging Diamond Interchange
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This slide shows the expected impact to Susan Park for Alternative L.
A larger layout is shown at Station G.
Please take the opportunity to comment on the impacts to Susan Park at Station J.
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Tier III
■ The comparison
is presented at
Station F and in
the handout

Resources/Criteria
Alternative E
Property Impacts - Land Only (Acres)
Non-Commercial 15.5483 acres
Commercial 20.2717 acres
Susan Park Impact
0.200 acres
Struture Impacts (Number)
Residential
158
Commercial
49
Noise Sensitive Receptors
Total Number of Impacts
375
Traffic Analyses
Operations
UA
Signing
MC
Safety
A
Design and Constructability
Geometrics
MC
Constructability
MC
Feasible
No
Preliminary Total Cost Estimate $292.3 Million

Alternative I

Alternative L

3.6347 acres
3.6003 acres
0.065 acres

5.4229 acres
6.0541 acres
0.240 acres

13
5

55
8

426

418

A
LC
A

UA
C
A

LC
C
Yes
$147.0 Million

C
LC
Yes
$139.4 Million

*Key to Letter Grading: UA: unacceptable A: acceptable LC: least complex C: complex MC: most complex
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This slide shows a summary of the Tier III comparison.
The detailed comparison matrix for Tier III is presented at Station F and is included in the
handout.
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What is the Environmental Schedule?
• Interchange Modification Report (IMR) started: March 2016
• Environmental Assessment (EA) started: November 2017
• Public Meeting : July 24, 2018
• Draft EA Distribution: September 2018
• Finalized IMR: October 2018
• Public Hearing: October 2018
• Anticipated FONSI and Final EA Distribution: December 2018
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The project began with the Interchange Modification Report process in March of 2016.
The environmental review process began in November of 2017.
We are currently at the Public meeting task as shown here.
The anticipated completion of the Environmental Assessment Document is expected in
December of this year.
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Other Opportunities for
Public Involvement?
•

Review of Comments and
Suggestions

•

Refine Alternatives and
Select a Preferred
Alternative

•

Submit Final
Environmental
Assessment

Prepare Draft
Environmental Assessment

Public
Hearing

Anticipated
FONSI Issuance

•

Review and address
Draft Environmental
Assessment Comments

•

Request FONSI
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Comments and suggestions from this meeting will be reviewed, the alternatives may be
refined in response, and a preferred alternative will be identified.
A draft Environmental Assessment will be prepared and then made available to the public.
The preferred alternative will be presented along with justification for its selection at a
public hearing.
After the public hearing, draft Environmental Assessment comments will be reviewed and
addressed in the final Environmental Assessment document.
The Environmental Assessment document will be submitted to FHWA for FONSI approval.
Once FHWA issues the decision, the final Environmental Assessment Document will be
made available to the Public.
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Interim Solutions
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The current construction taking place in the vicinity of this project is not part of this project
and is intended to be a short term solution to the traffic operations in the area.
The Interim Solutions are shown at Station H.
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Interim Solutions

Long Term Solutions

■ Four lane extension of
Loyola Dr from Veterans
Blvd to the new Airport
Road

■ I-10/Loyola Interchange
Improvement Project

■ Addition of turn lanes

■ The Design-Build process has begun
and is concurrent with the
environmental process.
■ The Design Build outcome will be
determined after environmental
clearance.
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The interim solutions include a four lane extension of Loyola Dr from Veterans to the new
airport road and addition of turn lanes to existing Loyola Dr, Veterans Blvd and the I-10
Westbound off ramp.
The I‐10/Loyola Interchange Improvement Project is intended to be a long term solution.
The Design-Build procurement process has begun and is concurrent with the environmental
process.
The Design Build outcome will be determined after environmental clearance.
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Right of Way Acquisition and Relocation
Information
■ A Real Estate representative is located at Station I to explain the following:
– DOTD’s right of way acquisition
– Relocation procedures
■ If you have any questions regarding your individual situation, consult with
the agent when he or she meets with you or contact the Region Real Estate
Office.
LADOTD District 02 Real Estate Office
3108 Williams Blvd.
Kenner, LA 70065
(504) 465-3468
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A Real Estate representative from the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development is here at the meeting to explain the Louisiana Department of Transportation
and Development’s right of way acquisition and relocation procedures.
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development Brochure explaining the
Acquisition of Right of Way and Relocation Assistance Program is available at Station I.
If you have property affected by this project, we suggest you read the brochure carefully. If
you have any questions regarding your individual situation, consult with the agent when he
or she meets with you or contact the Region Real Estate Office.
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QUESTIONS & COMMENTS?
Verbal and Written Comments may be made at Station J at tonight’s
meeting.
Written Comments may also be mailed, postmarked by August 3, 2018.
Urban Systems, Inc.
Re: Loyola Interchange Improvements
2000 Tulane Ave, Suite 200
New Orleans LA 70112
Attn: Mr. Brandon Perilloux P.E., PTOE
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Please proceed to view the exhibits and speak with our project team, ask questions, and
provide your comments. Your knowledge and opinions matter.
Public Meeting Handouts with comment forms are available where you signed in, Station A
and at Station J. The forms can be returned at Station J before you leave. There is also a
transcriber here tonight to record your verbal statement at Station J.
If you choose to mail the comment form, please be sure that it is postmarked no later than
August 3rd. The address for mailing is preprinted on the Comment Form.
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Thank You
For Attending
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Thank you for attending this public meeting. We look forward to hearing your feedback on
the alternatives.
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